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tions hung the distracting knowledge that they were
conducted in a zone of armies and subject to the
difficulties which that condition begets. Port Said
from the water's edge grew unrecognizable ; only the
town preserved its unromantic and dilapidated appear-
ance. The impressive proportions of the statue of
de Lesseps, which dominates the entrance of the
harbour, seem to lose nobility from their proximity
to the line of gaunt buildings which run parallel with
the channel; ugly architecture emphasized by the
huge placards fixed to the topmost stories pro-
claiming the virtue of somebody's whisky or tea.
Screened from view of the harbour lies Arab Town,
a collection of tumbledown tenements, wherein the
Egyptian section of the population of the town live
and die. In 1914 the port still bore its ancient and
unsavoury reputation for wickedness. Some part of
the fame was undeserved ; for in the more frequented
streets the grosser forms of obscenity were no longer
to be seen. But even in the European quarter vice
was rampant, and a large and sinful underworld
flourished happily.
If the opinion in Cairo was insensible of impending
danger from Turkey, the Canal Zone was equally
unconscious. If it was suggested that Egypt might
become in the future an actual theatre of war, the
remark would be received with an incredulous smile.
4 But looking at the subject from a shipping point of
view,5 a pessimist would ask an acquaintance, * Have
you no anxiety as to the safety of the Suez Canal
if Turkey enters the War ? ' * Not from the land.
No regular Army could traverse Sinai,' was the
unvariable reply. Strange that men should know so
little of the events of history. Many captains of war
had found no difficulty in accomplishing the passage
of the Peninsula, Apart from warriors of antiquity,
the Pharaohs and Assyrian princes^ there had been
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